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ABSTRACT

The theme for CUI 2023 is ‘designing for inclusive conversation’,

but who are CUIs really designed for? The field has its roots in

computer science, which has a long acknowledged diversity prob-

lem. Inspired by studies mapping out the diversity of the CHI and

voice assistant literature, we set out to investigate how these is-

sues have (or have not) shaped the CUI literature. To do this we re-

viewed the 46 full-length research papers that have been published

at CUI since its inception in 2019. After detailing the eight papers

that engage with accessibility, social interaction, and performance

of gender, we show that 90% of papers published at CUI with user

studies recruit participants from Europe and North America (or do

not specify). To complement existing work in the community to-

wards diversity we discuss the factors that have contributed to the

current status quo, and offer some initial suggestions as to how we

as a CUI community can continue to improve. We hope that this

will form the beginning of a wider discussion at the conference.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy;

• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and

models; Natural language interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Conversational assistants and chatbots continue to increase in pop-

ularity, leveraging advancements in machine learning to improve
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reasoning, natural language processing, and voice recognition. Since

their inception, an interdisciplinary research community has grown

around voice and conversational technologies, beginning in com-

puter science with the likes of ELIZA [26]. It has since expanded

to encompass a wide array of disciplines, and this is the fifth year

that we have congregated under the CUI banner.

It has long been recognised that both computer science as a dis-

cipline and technology as a sector have major diversity problems,

which may even be worsening over time1 through a vicious cycle

of underrepresentation and underenrollment that is compounded

by structural inequality, bias, and harassment. The multiplicative

power of design means that this white male homogeneity extends

to the products we use every day, leading to technology that isn’t

designed for the marginalised majority. It is unsurprising then that

in the home we see that the installation and abuse [16] of con-

nected devices has a significant gender component, and that video

doorbells reinforce existing racism.2

But what about research? An analysis of CHI papers from 2016–

2020 found that 73% of CHI studies recruited Western participant

samples representing less than 12% of the world’s population; this

reflects the organisations that submit to CHI, as over 80% of papers

used participants from the country of authors’ institutions [14]. In-

spired by this we have previously investigated these issues in the

context of voice assistants and found a similar story. As part of a

larger systematic review of ethical concerns with voice assistants,

we coded papers for participant demographics and analysed the

community’s response to issues of equity including accessibility

and performance of gender [23]. In this provocation we extend this

analysis to CUI papers to address an important aspect of the con-

ference theme ‘designing for inclusive conversation’. To do this we

briefly outline the findings from the voice assistant review before

discussing those findings in relation to the papers published at CUI

from the inaugural conference in 2019 though to 2022.

2 THE SURVEY

We conducted a systematic literature review of the literature on

ethical concerns with voice assistants, analysing 117 items pub-

lished since 2012 [23]. We adopted a broad view of ethics and re-

lated concerns, using the definition of “what a design object ought

1https://www.wired.com/story/computer-science-graduates-diversity
2https://www.vice.com/en/article/qvyvzd/amazons-home-security-company-is-turning-everyone-into-cops
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to be based on ethical and moral codes”, in contrast with its pur-

pose/function (reason), and visual values/presentation (aesthetics) [9].

The scope of the review included journal articles and conference

papers indexed by the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Explore, Web of

Science, and DBLP.

The majority of manuscripts that were in-scope for the review,

and thus its major findings, were centred around privacy, social

interaction, accessibility, performance of gender, and social order.

We briefly summarise these here, going into more depth for topics

of particular relevance to the provocation:

Privacy. Users’ privacy concerns related to voice assistants, includ-

ing data collection by vendors, sharing of devices between users,

and access to devices from those outside the household/home

Social Interaction. Often built on anthropomorphism and the Com-

puters as Social Actors paradigm, these papers explored whether

voice assistants are ontologically distinct from people and/or ma-

chines, how they conceptualise them, as well as the emotional con-

nections and relationships users form with them

Social Order. How voice assistants affect the dynamics of domestic

hierarchies, including parent-child relationships

Accessibility. CUIs are interestingly situated in terms of accessibil-

ity. On the one hand, their text/language based conversational na-

turemakes them accessible to the blind and partially sighted [1, 20].

On the other hand, for verbal systems those with speech, language,

and hearing difficulties are less adequately served [18], as well as

those who have difficulties formulating requests in the manner

and speed required [7, 15, 18, 22]. Speech recognition accuracy

varies across languages, accents, gender, and other demographics,

although this is often framed as a challenge of engineering rather

than social inequality [13].

Performance of Gender. In many products and in popular culture,

the default persona for a conversational user interface might be

characterised as a white middle-class American woman, with ven-

dors justifying this based on user acceptability with studies sug-

gesting that people perceive women’s voices and names as sound-

ing more gentle, kind, and caring than men’s [5, 21]. It has been

known since the 90’s that people apply gender and other stereo-

types to computers [17], and as a research community we have

long accepted that we have a duty to push back against harm-

ful preconceptions around gender roles in society. At the same

time, attempts to create ‘genderless’ presentations often do not

stop users gendering conversational interfaces [25] and can (iron-

ically) erase or ignore those outside the gender binary [19].

2.1 Additional Analysis

We also coded papers for the country of residence of their partic-

ipants (shown in Table 1) and the specific groups demographics

they recruited (shown in Table 2) where applicable. Of the 85 pa-

pers with human participants, 94% drew solely or mostly from

North America and Europe. Of the 22 papers that explored the

experiences of a particular group of people, 13 were focused on age,

7 on (dis)ability, and 1 each on trans/non binary and Portuguese

speakers. Together these represented just over one quarter of the

Table 1: Participant country of residence for papers with hu-

man participants.

Country Papers Country Papers

USA 47 Netherlands 2

UK 11 Ireland 1

Germany 10 South Korea 1

Italy 4 Spain 1

India 2 Sweden 1

Brazil 2 Switzerland 1

Canada 2

Table 2: Number of papers recruiting specific groups, writ-

ten as reported.

Sub-population # of Papers

None 55

Children 10

Blind and visually impaired 3

People with Dysarthria 2

Older adults 2

Trans and non-binary 1

Users with disabilities 1

Users with motor impairments 1

Portuguese Speakers 1

Young Adults (18-36) 1

studies that recruited human participants. Within the papers con-

cerned with age there was a diversity of concerns across anthropo-

morphism (5), accessibility (4), social order (2), and accountability

(1). In contrast, all of the papers that recruited based on ability

were focused on accessibility concerns. Studies looking at specific

groups mainly took qualitative approaches (70%), suggesting a fo-

cus on lived experiences rather than the gathering of a high level

overview.

3 BUT IT’S A CHI PROBLEM, RIGHT?

We found that 94% of participants in papers investigating ethics

were from Europe or North America. That’s bad, but those papers

were mainly from CHI and CSCW; only 3 of the 117 papers were

published at CUI. It’s a fair criticism that the timing of the survey

ruled out papers from CUI 2022, and that the only captured papers

on voice assistants—this ignores the fact that CUI is broader than

just voice assistants, with the conference encompassing a host of

other conversational interfaces.

To reflect and address this, we conducted a (less rigourous) sift

of the 46 full papers that have been published at CUI since its

inception. Using the conference proceedings in the ACM Digital

Library, we analysed paper abstracts, introductions, and method-

ologies, comparing them against the themes and demographics

from the original review paper. In total, we found eight papers

(17%) exploring topics around accessibility [4, 8, 27], social inter-

action [6, 11, 12], and the performance of gender by CUIs [10, 25].
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Table 3: Majority participant reigon of residence for CUI pa-

pers. For one paper at each of CUI 2020 and CUI 2022 it was

not possible to ascertain the participants’ region.

CUI Europe N. America S. America Other Multiple

2019 6 2 1 0 0

2020 6 2 1 0 0

2021 4 6 0 0 1

2022 5 5 0 0 1

Total 21 15 2 0 2

By contrast, around half of the provocation papers at CUI 2022 ex-

plored questions related to ethics.

For accessibility, CUI papers cover similar themes to the voice

assistant review, focusing on enabling children to interact with

CUIs on their own terms [4, 8]. They also analysed command con-

struction in native and non-native speakers [27]. All accessibil-

ity papers used voice as the mode of interaction. The papers on

social interaction were also split between categories encountered

during the voice assistant literature survey. Two focused on ex-

panding communication with CUIs to encompass speech acts and

emotions[11, 12], and one on the effect of accented synthetic speech

on peoples’ responses [6]. Finally, the two papers on performance

of gender explored sensitivity when designing gender for voice in-

terfaces [25] and user acceptability of speech with varying gender-

linked characteristics [10].

In terms of participants, 90% of CUI papers with user studies

recruited participants solely residing in Europe and North

America or did not report where participants were recruited

from (38 of 42 papers), with the two papers studying participants

from South America sharing common authors (the only studies fo-

cusing on locations outside of Europe and North America) [2, 3].

The breakdown of participant location by year of the conference

is given in Table 3. As a general rule, the geographic location of

participants matched that of paper authors. The size of the sample

meant that there were no meaningful trends in terms of distribu-

tion, apart from a balancing of papers from Europe and the US in

more recent years of the conference.

The objects of study in CUI papers are often (implicitly) WEIRD

(Western, Educated, Industrialised, Rich, and Democratic)—where

commercially available technologies formed the basis of experi-

ments these were overwhelmingly produced in Europe or North

America, and studied for English language tasks. Whilst conduct-

ing the literature survey we began to compile a list of global voice

assistant launches to demonstrate the diversity of the field (inevitably

incomplete, shown in table 4); despite the existence of many non-

WEIRD CUIs, they remain dramatically unstudied by CUI papers.

In sum we see that CUI as a conference/community is one that

is willing to engage with the ethical aspects of the technologies

being studied, but less willing to consider CUI design and evalua-

tion outside of its own geographic context. Provocations are much

more likely to address issues of ethics, but these do not seem to be

further developed into full papers.

Table 4: Global timeline of voice assistant releases.

Name Language(s) Launch

Siri Various (20) 2011

Alexa Various (9) 2013

Cortana Various (9) 2014

NUGU Korean 2016

Mycroft English 2016

Clova Japanese & Korean 2017

Bixby Various (8) 2017

Kakao Mini Korean 2017

Xiao AI Chinese (Mandarin & Cantonese) 2017

Xiaoyi Chinese (further details unknown) 2019

Celia Various (4) 2020

4 WHAT CANWE DO

There are many forces that shape the design of CUIs and who they

serve. Vendors are motivated by profit at the expense of accessi-

bility, data protection regulations designed to protect individuals

from organisations indirectly limit multi-user usage, design teams

are more aware of issues faced by people like themselves, and the

lack of high level perspective results in decisions around e.g. per-

formance of gender that perpetuate existing societal biases. We

might not be able to single handedly bring down capitalism, but

we can alter the research landscape that feeds into industrial re-

search and development and will inspire the next generation of re-

searchers. A key aspect of diversity of geography, culture, gender,

ability, and others in the research process is how it shapeswhoCUIs

are for. The lack of visibility and consideration for marginalised

groups feeds back into who uses and benefits from CUIs, as well

as who goes on to research and design them.

Looking at the causes of the status quo, the situation is under-

standable from the perspective of an individual researcher. The

contextual nature of many of the topics studied by the community

(e.g. social interactions and social order) mean that participants

must often be drawn from the same culture; widening participa-

tion is therefore not simply amatter of balancing participant demo-

graphics, studies need to replicated (and potentially also localised)

across countries. This conflicts with the pressure to publish—if a

paper meets the bar for publicationwith a single participant group,

there is little benefit to replicating it in terms of the metrics by

which academics are judged.

Looking back at our own papers when writing this, we found

ourselves coming up with excuses. There were prototypes that

need to be tested in person, topics that were deeply affected by

culture, or language barriers our team simply was not equipped

to handle and that local research teams would be. But the reviews

by Linxen et al. and ourselves of CHI/voice assistant publications

show us that these arguments apply to at least three quarters of the

community. We can’t rely on authors in non-WEIRD countries to

generate the diverse research that we need because those authors

aren’t submitting to CUI (or CHI, or CSCW). Much easier, perhaps,

to use provocation papers to point out the inequities that we can-

not or will not address in our research (exactly as this paper does)?
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At a conference level this begins to more clearly conflict with

the stated values of the community. To facilitate attendance from

a more diverse group of researchers, CUI offers a 25% reduction

in the conference fee for attendees who live in economically de-

veloping countries and allows for remote attendance (CHI simi-

larly offers 35% and 80% reductions and virtual attendance). Travel

costs, however, are often considerably more than the conference

registration, meaning that facilitating virtual attendance is likely

to be more effective in terms of diversifying attendance. At the

same time, virtual attendance does not present the same quality of

conference experience, particularly around informal discussions,

networking opportunities, and community building, which risks

creating a two tier system that does not address the underlying

structural problem. CUI attendees can make use of Gary Marsden

Travel Awards to fund in-person travel, but only once every three

years for physical attendance. More than two thirds of recipients

so far from 2023 have been from Europe or North America.

So what else can we do, given that the theme of CUI 2023 is ‘de-

signing for inclusive conversation’? The surveys suggest that mea-

sures focusing on the authors of publications will in turn increase

the diversity of participants, as researchers tend to recruit the peo-

ple around them. Additional financial support for registration and

travel for attendees outside WEIRD countries is a key part of this,

which could be supported via increased professional registration

fees. Other potential options include having parallel submission

tracks for more diverse/underrepresented research, as well as to

encourage the replication of previously published studies across

communities and cultures. This may better align the incentives of

researchers, who are pushed to publish, with those of the confer-

ence and larger community, who recognise the value of more di-

verse research and community.

We recognise that these are not prefect answers; to an extent

these problems are systemic and a result of the global academic

system prioritising North America and Europe (CUI, for example,

meets in Europe and uses English as its working language). We

are interested to hear suggestions at the conference as to how we

might work against this, particularly in ways that align with our

other values like sustainability.

5 DISCUSSION AND REFLECTION

The discussion and reflections presented here draw from reviews

received by the paper, in order to offer a starting point for further

discussion at the conference. As per ACM policy we do not directly

report the content of reviews, but rather general arguments and

suggestions from our reviewers.3

5.1 Diversity Is More Than an Institution

A key issue with trying to ‘measure’ diversity using information

available in research papers is that data provided on author affili-

ations and reported participant demographics is limited and often

not directly related to what many would consider to be diversity

in this context. Using e.g. the country of an author’s institution as

a proxy for diversity of culture, background, or ethnicity reduces

and shifts the scope of what is implied to be diverse. Analysing

participant country of residence similarly glosses over the many

3https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/roles-and-responsibilities

different types of diversity that exist within countries, portraying

them as homogeneous groups and at a higher level implying that

research carried out in a WEIRD context is inherently not diverse.

One of the issues at play is the lack of precision around the dif-

ferent kinds of diversity being explored; this can lead to the con-

flation of apparently similar definitions as well as the reporting of

very specific concepts as all-encompassing (e.g. ‘majority country

of residence of the participants on the platform used by a study’ as

just ‘diversity of participants’).

5.2 Diversity Is Not a New Problem

A recurring comment in the reviews was that, as we point out in

Section 1, while these issues might not be well represented at CUI

these kinds of diversity are not a new or unknown problem for

HCI and its associated fields of study. There is a rich history of

work exploring scientific colonialism and subsequent decolonisa-

tion movements that are already present in adjacent conferences

like CHI. Indeed, since the original submission of this provocation

there has been the CUI@CHI ’23 workshop which focused on the

inclusive design of CUIs, including submissions relating to global

inclusivity [24]. We are delighted to see these discussions begin-

ning to spread from venues where they are already established.

5.3 Diversity is a Complex Issue

It was rightly pointed out that this is a very complicated issue with

many different components, and that our attempt to offer sugges-

tions in Section 4 smoothed over many of these complexities. Fos-

tering global inclusivity for our research community and those

who participate in its research also has political aspects that we

did not address: e.g. the structure of the peer-review process in-

herently makes it harder to publish work that does not conform

to WEIRD agendas and methodologies, as the reviewer pool is pri-

marily made up of WEIRD reviewers. Many of the barriers to in-

clusivity at the level of a conference are often bureaucratic or bud-

getary. While things may be changing at the top of SIGCHI and

ACM, the pace of that change remains very slow. However, this

does not mean that we should just wait for change to manifest,

and we hope that despite its imperfections this work will be able

to provoke discussion and ideas for change at the conference.

6 CONCLUSION

Inspired by work that has mapped out the diversity of the CHI

and voice assistant literature, we conducted an informal review

of the CUI literature in order to explore how the community ap-

proaches issues of ethics and diversity in terms of research, re-

searchers, and participants. While we found a variety of papers

covering accessibility, social interaction, and social order, the par-

ticipants recruited for user studies were overwhelmingly from Eu-

rope and North America. We outline contributing factors to the

problem of diversity in CUI research and in HCI more broadly, sug-

gesting some starting points for improvement with the aim of seed-

ing a larger discussion at the conference.
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